Mouse phenome research: implications of genetic background.
Now that sequencing of the mouse genome has been completed, the function of each gene remains to be elucidated through phenotypic analysis. The "genetic background" (in which each gene functions) is defined as the genotype of all other related genes that may interact with the gene of interest, and therefore potentially influences the specific phenotype. To understand the nature and importance of genetic background on phenotypic expression of specific genes, it is necessary to know the origin and evolutionary history of the laboratory mouse genome. Molecular analysis has indicated that the fancy mice of Japan and Europe contributed significantly to the origin of today's laboratory mice. The genetic background of present-day laboratory mice varies by mouse strain, but is mainly derived from the European domesticus subspecies group and to a lesser degree from Asian mice, probably Japanese fancy mice, which belong to the musculus subspecies group. Inbred laboratory mouse strains are genetically uniform due to extensive inbreeding, and they have greatly contributed to the genetic analysis of many Mendelian traits. Meanwhile, for a variety of practical reasons, many transgenic and targeted mutant mice have been created in mice of mixed genetic backgrounds to elucidate the function of the genes, although efforts have been made to create inbred transgenic mice and targeted mutant mice with coisogenic embryonic stem cell lines. Inbred mouse strains have provided uniform genetic background for accurate evaluation of specific genes phenotypes, thus eliminating the phenotypic variations caused by mixed genetic backgrounds. However, the process of inbreeding and selection of various inbred strain characteristics has resulted in inadvertent selection of other undesirable genetic characteristics and mutations that may influence the genotype and preclude effective phenotypic analysis. Because many of the common inbred mouse stains have been established from relatively small gene pools, common inbred strains have limitations in their genetic polymorphisms and phenotypic variations. Wild-derived mouse strains can complement deficiencies of common inbred mouse strains, providing novel allelic variants and phenotypes. Although wild-derived strains are not as tame as the common laboratory strains, their genetic characteristics are attractive for the future study of gene function.